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S E R E N I T Y

C O LO R  C O L L E C T I O N





“Inspired by nature, organic 
elements, and feelings of  

calm, the Serenity Collection 
is comprised of  five colors 
that evoke tranquility and 
comfort. This collection 

creates beautiful, balanced, 
and elevated interiors.     

Lisa Rickert
Founder / CEO, Jolie Home

“





Palace White
(pal-is wahyt)

Palace White is one of  the lightest 

whites in the Jolie color range, 

following Pure White. This is a 

color that our Founder, Lisa Rickert, 

created for the walls and cabinetry of  

her own home. Palace White appears 

clean and crisp with a touch of  

warmth to create an elegant hue.   





Dove Grey
(duhv grey)

Dove Grey is as delicate as a dove’s 

feather. It is a very light, warm 

grey that can show hints of  beige 

depending on how the light hits the 

painted surface. This neutral color 

works with all other colors in any style 

or interior. It is a truly universal hue.





Zen
(zen)

Zen is a beautiful beige-taupe with 

subtle pink undertones. This color is 

soft and relaxed, perfect for bedrooms 

and living areas where you want to 

create a peaceful space. Zen looks 

great layered with whites, greys, and 

muted hues – especially those found 

here in the Serenity Collection. 





Misty Cove
(mis-tee kohv)

Misty Cove is a cool, mid-tone grey.  

It is a transitional color that changes 

depending on how the light hits it, 

catching glimpses of  muted green 

and blue undertones. This color was 

inspired by the beautiful rocks found 

along the coast of  Malibu, California.  





Eucalyptus
(yoo-kuh-lip-tuh s)

Eucalyptus is a soft, muted green with 

grey undertones that layers beautifully 

with other neutrals, especially with 

blacks, whites and the lovable soft, 

sophisticated pinks. Eucalyptus is a 

popular neutral color that you will see 

in homewares and fashion. 







@JoliePaints

www.JolieHome.com

Scan this code to find 
tutorial videos, product 
tips, FAQs, and tons of  

inspiration.
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